Biomineralogical Phenomena in Hip Joint Endoprostheses
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Abstract

Tests were performed on elements of hip joint endoprostheses regarding aging of the materials, structures of the metals as well as the cements used to fix the implant to the bone. “Worn out” elements of endoprostheses after different periods of functioning were also studied.

It was determined that aging of the polymers leads to their cracking, which shortens the time of proper functioning of the acetabula and the whole artificial joints. In the “working” metal elements (femoral heads) creation of micro slag bits in the steel was observed. Those bits break out from the steel during the functioning of the hip joint, damaging the surface finishing of the head of the implant and the inner surface of the acetabulum.

Long-term load on the acetabula leads to changes in the atomic structure of the polypropylene that they are built of. That causes the acetabula to wear out faster.

Two-component fixing cements that were tested contained air bubbles as a result of mixing the components. Their presence weakens the endoprosthesis stabilization, accelerating the necessity to replace it.
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Introduction

Using joint endoprostheses is more and more common and effective in orthopedics. Therefore it is important to recognize the quality of materials used in such orthopedic procedures. The quality of materials, along the surgical techniques, is one of the main factors affecting the correct process of the surgery and the time of proper functioning of the endoprostheses.

Among the causes of joint dysfunctions, including hip joint, are changes in the joint cartilage. One of the causes of such changes is cartilage biomineralization occurring as a result of crystallization in structurally defective collagen (Pawlikowski 2017, in print). Said biomineralization leads to changes in the properties of cartilage collagen, the effect of which is formation of areas of increased hardness in cartilage that eventually result in complete destruction of cartilage and often...
immobilization of the joint (Figures 1-3).

Elements of endoprostheses for studies were chosen from elements kept long before implantation as well as post-surgical hip joint endoprostheses. The author would like to thank prof. dr n. med. Tadeusz Niedźwiedzki from the Rydygier hospital in Cracow for donating research materials.

Due to space restrictions, only selected results of the endoprosthesis studies were presented in this publication. Further information can be found in cited literature [1-25]. Research financed from the author’s private funds.
The above studies indicate that acetabula should be checked for defects before being implanted - preferably by microscopic observation.

**Processes of “Wearing out” Elements of Endoprosthesis During Functioning**

Processes of endoprostheses deterioration affect both sockets (plastic elements) and “working” metal elements.

Within acetabula, especially their elements that take the load during walking, structural changes are observed microscopically as the change of interference colors of polarized light.

The process of machining the socket in acetabula causes changes in very thin surface layer and they are insignificant. Under the microscope we can see that the part designed to take the load (the socket of the acetabulum) is microscopically the same as its other parts (Figure 7).

Acetabula taken out of the joint after a longer (several years) usage show in the same place changes of interference colors (Figure 8), which are connected with changes of the atomic structure of the polymer. At this point in research, it is difficult to say what the changes are. Preliminary observations indicate that the process is irregular and leads to increasing the hardness of polymers that build the socket. The phenomenon may promote cracking of the surface layers of the sockets and shifting the resulting fragments into the joint space.
Mechanical Damage in “Working” Surface of the Acetabula

Marks of damage on this surface differ; usually they are the result of rubbing away of the socket polymer, which is softer than the steel head of the endoprosthesis.

In case when some foreign objects (bits of steel or micro bits of slags from the steel element) get into the joint space of the endoprosthesis, the damage of the socket surface have a distinct appearance and clearly “oscillating” character.

Resulting scratches show that the tiny destructive element moved over the socket surface back and forth. The effect of this phenomenon is not only damage to the surface of the socket, but also introducing small bits of plastic into the joint surface of the endoprosthesis (Figure 9).

Another effect of deterioration of the socket surface is visible under the scanning microscope as rubbing off of its surface. That process, related to the load on the joint and resulting changes in the structure of the polymer, causes distinct marks to appear (Figure 10). Their formation leads also to breaking off of small bits of polymer from the socket and their introduction into the joint space of the endoprosthesis. Further relocation of those propylene micro grains cannot be ruled out.

A special case is crystallization of various substances such as oxalates, carbonates or phosphates in the joint space of the endoprosthesis. Their formation is usually connected with various dysfunctions outside of joints (kidney function disorders etc.).

Minerals crystallizing in the joint space and its area often have significant hardness, and in spite of their crystals being as small as 20-30 µm (Figures 11 & 12), they may wreak havoc in a functioning endoprosthesis. They act like grains of sand hindering or even preventing the functioning of the endoprosthesis. The result may also be swelling of the joint and other problems.
Studies of the Metal Heads of Hip Joint Endoprosthesis

Tests were carried out on heads of selected endoprostheses (Figure 13) that were removed from patients during the procedure of endoprosthesis replacement. “Working” fragment, which bore the most load, were cut from the heads of those endoprostheses (Figure 14).

Studies showed that steels used in production of the endoprostheses are iron-chromium-cobalt steel (heads 1, 2, left) and iron-chromium-manganese steel with admixture of nickel (head 3, right). Their chemical analyses carried out with EDS method are shown in Figures 15 and 16.

Studies showed that tested steels from the heads of endoprostheses differ not only in chemical composition, but also in structure. Despite their reflective shine, all of them are fine-crystalline and they have different porosity, including different configuration of micropores (Figure 17).
It affects the functioning of the joint of endoprosthesis, including the erosion of the plastic socket surface, because the edges of the voids are exceptionally sharp and can cut the surface of the socket under load.

During observation of endoprostheses heads surfaces, carried out under scanning microscope, fine silicate and aluminosilicate microslags were found (Figures 17 & 19). When they get torn out of the steel during the endoprosthesis functioning and find their way into the joint space, they cause significant damage. It can be seen especially on the surface of the soft, plastic socket, but due to their significant hardness, they also damage the surface of the steel head.

Resulting cuts in the surface of the head (Figure 20) act like a sharp knife and damage the socket during movement, causing formation of small fragments. Those in turn may get into the circulatory system, promoting blockages of blood vessels, which may result in swelling of the joint area and gathering of fluid.

**Cements**

In addition to the speed of cement setting and the temperature created in the process, another important matter is its homogeneity. The homogeneity of cement is determined both by the accuracy of mixing the components in the case of two-component cements, as well as the homogeneity of the mixed cement.

In the case of fast mixing of cement components, air gets into the mixture in the form of small bubbles, which may be sealed in the cement mass during its setting (Figure 21). The more bubbles in the cement, the weaker the binding of the endoprosthesis to the bone. The weaker the binding of the endoprosthesis to the bone, the greater the chance of its wavering during functioning.

It appears beneficial to mix the components of cements binding the endoprosthesis in a container with pumped-out air.
Conclusions

Presented studies reveal details connected with the stability of endoprostheses, including the matters of the quality of used materials and their modifications as a result of functioning of the endoprostheses. Described phenomena should become the object of interest not only of orthopedic specialists, but especially the manufacturers of endoprostheses. Determining the manufacturer and model of the endoprosthesis decades after its implementation was problematic. Considering the unresolved nature of the data, the author chose not to disclose it.
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